On the Road to Change:
Transforming Professional Learning

“...PROVIDED MY STAFF WITH SPECIFIC SKILLS TO GUIDE CONVERSATIONS, PRESENTED INFORMATION TO ASSIST THE STAFF IN MAKING INFORMED DECISIONS.”

Lana Evans, Curriculum Director USD 480

Why?
- Implementing and sustaining change (KCCRS, and other initiatives) is critical to student success.
- Effective, collaborative Professional Learning is the key to implementing and sustaining these changes.
- Changes are happening in how we teach, how we learn, what we learn, and how we assess what we learn.
- Transforming Professional Learning = Increased Educator Effectiveness and Results for All Students.
- Professional learning that is affordable, timely, job-embedded, building/district focused.

How? We will...
- **Come to YOUR school** (building or district) and work with YOUR educators!
- Personalize and facilitate team learning and planning via the Standards of Professional Learning.
- Work with those involved: Administrators, teacher leaders, building or district planning/leadership teams.
  - Focus on systemic change and implementation, providing you support as you move forward.
  - Support you with follow up and coaching as you implement your plan.

What?
- One day learning and planning session with your team(s) to facilitate the process of change.
- Facilitated, engaging, and collaborative work session with one or two facilitators based on YOUR situation.
- Utilize Standards of Professional Learning (as approved by the State Board of Education) to guide the process.
- Focus is on YOU: Your building/district’s goals, using data driven decisions to transform teaching and learning.
- Additional follow-up sessions can be scheduled.